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The P(cf)2 Green's Functions : Asymptotic Perturbation
Expansion

by Jonathan Dimock1,2)

Department of Mathematics, SUNY at Buffalo, Amherst, N.Y. 14226

(19. IX. 75)

Abstract. The real time Green's functions in the P(tf>)2 quantum field theory are infinitely
differentiable functions of the coupling constant A up to and including A 0. It follows that the
perturbation series are asymptotic as A -*¦ 0*.

1. Introduction

1.1. This paper is one of a series on perturbation theory and the general question
of smooth dependence on coupling constants for P(<f))2 quantum field theory models.
In Ref. [2] it was shown that the Schwinger functions or imaginary time Green's
functions are infinitely differentiable in the coupling constant A, for A in an interval of
the form [0, A0). As a consequence the perturbation series for the Schwinger functions
are asymptotic. In Ref. [3] it was shown that the real time Green's functions are
infinitely differentiable on (0, A0). In the present paper we show that the differentiability
extends to the endpoint A 0, and hence that the standard perturbation series for
these functions are asymptotic. We recall that the series definitely do not converge, as

was shown by Jaffe [9].
The result tells us something about the structure of the Green's functions for

small A. For example in (^4)2, since the truncated four point function has a non-trivial
series we can conclude that it is non-zero. This is a property not shared by free field
theories and establishes a sense in which the theory is non-trivial.3)

1.2. Our basic structure and notation are the same as in Ref. [3], where further
references are given. The Hamiltonian has the form H H0 + X j : 0(cp(x)) : dx — E
where H0 is the free Hamiltonian for mass m0, & is a lower semi-bounded polynomial,
<p(jc) is the time zero field operator, and E E(m0, X, 0s) is chosen so if ^ 0. Certain

aspects of our proofs are simpler if we take H H0 + X j :cp(x)d: dx — E,d an even

integer, and we shall work with this case. The results however are generally valid. We

») Research supported by Joint Awards Council/University Awards Committee of State
University of New York/Research Foundation.

z) Present Address : Département de Physique Théorique, Université de Genève, Genève.
3) Osterwalder and Seneor (to appear) and Eckmann, Epstein, and Fröhlich (to appear) study

the perturbation series for the 5-matrix, and are able to conclude that scattering is non-
trivial for the model.
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always take A e [0, A0) with A0 sufficiently small so that the construction of Glimm,
Jaffe, and Spencer [5, 6] is applicable. In particular then the physical mass m(X)
satisfies m(X) > m* > 0 for A e [0, A0), i.e. there is a uniform mass gap.

Time ordered products are defined by Nelson's technique [3, 10]. In the
physical Hilbert space Jf let ACk be the scale associated with H. Then for ak e
CS'(R1, Se(œx, Jf-1)), supp ak <= (t., oo), and Im 6 s£ 0, 6 A 0, we define inductively
in=2%?f2't+1, A?1):

El(t+, tf) exp(-i6(t+ - tf)H)

Ejj(t + an,. ..,axtA exp(-i6(t+ - s)H)an(s)E^_x(s, an-i, ...,ax, f_) ds.

(1.1)

IfEl_, eJ*?(Jf2n-1, AC1), then a priori we have only £ne eJSffJsf2»-1, Ttf-1). However,
one shows that [H, E^e^Jfr2"-1, JT"1) which implies E° e£'(3ff'2n + 1, Jf1). The
E% are analytic in Im 6 < 0 and continuous in Im 9 ^ 0, 6 A 0. If ti is the vacuum in
3>t(HQ. 0) then (Q, EjjQT) is independent of t± provided supp ak <= (t_, t+), and so
t± are not specified. We also define

Gg(ax,..., an) 2 (A E*(aKm, • • •> ^(n))0)
n

where the sum is over all permutations -n of (1,..., ri).
The time zero fields cp(g) J" cp(x)g(x) dx define operators in SCCst?1, Jf_1) with

IMiOlli.-i ^ C\\g\\i f°r some Cindependent of A. Then for/, g e CjjfiR1), fipig) is in
cfiRfise^1, J?-1)). Now with h (hx,. ..,hA, hn =/„ <g> gn, we define Green's
functions as distributions by

Ge(h) G0(fxcp{gx), .,fnep(gn)).

Wick ordered products : cf : (g) j : cp(x)r : g(x) dx may also be defined on 3*? and

satisfy for r < d and A e (0, A0)

HV:(*)lk-i < CX-1D(g)\\g\\x (1.2)

where D(g) 1 + diameter (supp g). Then / : cp' : (g) is in C^(R1,SC(J^1,je-1))
and with r (rx,..., rn) we define generalized Green's functions by

Ge(r, h) Ge(fi 'A»: (gi), ...,/„ :<pV (ijn)). (1.3)

We also define truncated Green's functions inductively by Gl(ru hi) Ge(rx, hx)
and

Gl(r, h) Ge(r, A) - £ü ^(rp, Ap) (1.4)
P ps=P

where the sum is over all proper partitions P of (1,..., ri), hp {hk}kep, and rp
{rkikev Both Ge(r, h) and GJ(/, h) axe analytic in Im 6 < 0 and continuous in
im e ^ o, e ^ o.

Special cases of the Ge(r, A) are the real time Green's functions G(r, h)
Ge(r, h)\e i and the Schwinger functions G(r, h) Ge(r, h)\e= _j. The G(r, h) are the
main items of interest, while the G(r, h) are special in that they have a representation as

path space integrals (which indeed is crucial for the very construction of the model).
7et dq be the Gaussian measure on real-valued £7"(BA) with mean zero and covariance
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(— A + mf)'1. We define in LP(7A", dq), p < oo, :qr: (h) j :q(x)r: h(x) dx. For each

bounded region Acf let dvA be the measure

dvA exp(-X:qd: (yA)) dqj[exp(-X :qd: (vA)) dq

and define

GA(r,h) \f\:q'K(hk)dvA.
J k l

Then ôA(r, h) converges as |A| ->oo [5, 6] and one version of the Feynman-Kac-
Nelson formula is

G(r,h) Urn GA(r,h). (1.5)
IAI-.00

1.3. The known smoothness results are the following [2, 3]. It is shown first for
6 — i and A e [0, A0) and then for general 6 and A e (0, A0) that GTe(r, h) is an infinitely
differentiable function of A and that

D™GTe(r, h) (-iffy 2 Geir, d; h, x(i,f)). (1.6)
i,i

Here the sum is over /, j e Zm and xihj) iPii <8> xh, ¦ ¦ ¦, Ptm <8> XiJ where pt and x,
are partitions of unity indexed by Z1. The X) are taken to have the form Xiix)
xix — j) with x e Co(R1) and supp x c (— 1, 1)- The p, are special and are required
to satisfy for some t ^ n,

(a)2ft l (1.7)
i

(b) supp pi c {t: \t - i\ < max(l, |/|/3t)}.
(c) For a > 1, there is a constant Ka such that

libili ^ Ka(\i\ + ï)-+\ Also \\Pi\\i < Ko.

The existence of such a partition for all t is established in [3]. The crucial property is
(1.7c) which says the Pi become smoother as |/| -> oo, a property which leads to timelike

clustering. In fact it follows from the mass gap that for fixed r, h, 6, N there exists
a constant K such that

\GT6(r, d; h, x(i,j))\ < K(\i\ + 1)-N(|;| + l)-»A-<»+<»> (1.8)

for all A e (0, A0). This establishes the convergence of the sum in (1.6) and is the main
ingredient in the proof of (1.6).

1.4. To extend control to A 0 at real time we must prove a bound like (1.8)
uniform in A e (0, A0). The strategy for accomplishing this is to make a finite expansion
of GT(r, d; h, x(7 f)) in powers of the interaction. This general technique has
consistently been useful in constructive quantum field theory and has been called the pull-
through formula. The point here is that by breaking up the operators :<pr: we avoid
the bounds || :<pr: \\lf-x t^(A_1) which cause the trouble in (1.8). The new operators
introduced all have the form X:cpr: and the bound ||A:<r/: \\Xt-x <7>(1) is quite
satisfactory. Our main task is then to show that the delicate real-time clustering
factors (|/| + l)-JV(|j| + 1)~N still are present for each term in the expansion (Section
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4). Once the bounds are proved the perturbation theory results follow directly
(Section 5).

The expansion itself has the nicest form at imaginary time. The basic expansion
step is then just integration by parts on path space. The relevant techniques have been
established by Glimm and Jaffe [7]. In fact they give the whole argument of expansion
plus clustering in this case (for different reasons). Our approach will be to develop a

particular form of the imaginary time expansion (Section 2), and then generate the
real time expansion by analytic continuation (Section 3).

2. Imaginary Time Expansion

We consider functions of the form j rjJUi 'A(Xk)r"' w(xx,..., xn) dx. The kernels

w will always be L2 functions of compact support and so this is well defined in
LP(S7", dq) for p < oo [1]. If R(x) flk=i '-ciixk)rK: then the integration by parts
formula is [7] :

J '-<liy)r- R(x)w(x, y) dx dy dvA

j:q(y)'-1: C(y - z)(8R(x)/8q(z) - XXa(z) d^z)*-1: R(x))

x w(x, y) dx dy dz dvA (2.1)

where the formal derivatives are to be evaluated by

8 :q(xky*: /8q(z) rk iqixtf*-1: 8(xk - z),

and C(y - z) is the kernel (-A + miyx(y, z) and is in LP(R2) for p < oo. This
identity would be proved by making an explicit approximation by finite dimensional
integrals, e.g. as in [1].

We want to iterate (2.1) and for this it is essential to use the language of graphs.
The integrand on the left is labeled by a graph with n + 1 vertices, a vertex with r legs
for each factor :q(x)r:. The integrand on the right is a sum of terms labeled by graphs.
The 8R/8q terms are labeled by graphs with a line joining a leg of the first vertex to
each of the legs in the other vertices. The interaction term is labeled by d graphs
joining this leg to each of d legs in a new vertex. One says that the identity consists of
contracting the first leg in all possible ways.

Now beginning with ôA(r, h) j EK=i 'A*'- (fio dvA contract the first leg in all
possible ways, contract the second leg in all possible ways, and so on until all initial
legs are contracted. The result is a sum over all possible contraction schemes, or
equivalently a sum over all graphs r ~f~, TAT) which satisfy the following conditions.
The vertices "V ~VX u "T2 consist of initial vertices "Vx (depending on r), and a finite
number of new vertices ~V2. The lines £A are such that: (a) Vx legs are all contracted,
(b) "P~2 vertices are joined to at least one "P~x vertex, and (e) Ì7, vertices are not joined to
each other. We call such a graph an expansion graph. Now for each V define rv
number of uncontracted legs at vertex v, relabel h by "Px, set x {xv}vs-r, and for a
line / joining legs lx e vx and l2 e v2 define xh xVl, xh xv„. Then we have :

Theorem 2.1 [7]

âA(r, h) 2 f n A»(*») n cixh - xh) n - ^w -qix^- dx *A. (2.2)
r J ve-Ti teX ver*
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For the remainder of this chapter we rewrite this identity in a more suitable form.

Step I. For any expansion graph T, let h {hf)vsy be a set of functions indexed
by V, and define

/A(r, h) f Yldxii - xh)n A,(*») :«W«: dxdvA. (2.3)
J leSS> veir

Then with h {hv}ve^1 and - A^A {- XxA}Ve-r2 the expansion becomes ôA(r, h)
2r /(F, h, - XXa). Furthermore we define i {4}„s^2> J - (hiver-, and let xih j)
{Pi„ <8> Xiv)ve-r2 where p satisfies (1.7) for some r ^ l^l- Then we have

ÔJr, A) 2 2 ^fl1, h> - hiaihj)). (2-4)
r <,j

The sums are finite, but since we eventually take |A| ->co we prove the following
lemma.

Lemma 2.2

\LiV,h,XAX(i,j))\ o(Ylexp(-m0e(\iv\ + \jv\)))
\venr„ I\ver2

for some e > 0, uniformly in A.

Proof. It suffices to consider hv, v e "f~x, supported in lattice squares A„. We first
prove the bound with xihj) replaced by x(i', i,j) {x7vptv <8> X/„Wa. We use the
general bound

f ,",II :qr"ixk): w(x) dx dvA
J k=i

^ *UMU (2-5)

which holds uniformly in A for w supported in lattice squares [5, 6]. Thus with
A„ A,;, h for vei^we have forp \7£\j2

\U---,xii',tj))\ 0\\Tlci
Ì2((A„}ve-f)

- ^(riflciivA.!-.,))

c(n exp(-im0(|/i| + \jv\))
sve-f^

since for each v e V2, there is a line to v' e f"x and

||C||t))(A|,xV) <9(exp(-im0d(Av, Av,)) <9(exp(-im0(\iv\ + \jv\)).

Now we use

\ÌA(...,XÌiJ))\< 2 \U..;X(Ï,U))\
t-.Ui-iv\K2+Hv\l3\-r2\

and obtain the required bound.

Step II. Vet y (V, n) be a pair consisting of a graph T (-V,£A) and an ordering
w ofV. We also write y (V, £C) with F (A, it) a set of ordered vertices. In Hepp's
terminology T is a Feynman graph and y is a Dirac graph [8]. Given y we define

Liv, A) fu C(*'! - *<*) ilW :<7(*»)r°: & + *a (2-6)
J les? veV
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where dx+ means we integrate x {xv} {tv, xv} only over the region tVn > ¦ ¦ ¦ > tVl.
Then /A(r, h) 2* ^((F, A), h) and the expansion becomes

<?a(/, h) 2 2 Uy, h, - XXAx(i,j)). (2.7)
V i.i

Step III. We now rewrite (2.6). First go to separate space-time variables replacing
xv e R2 by (tv, xv). Given y, /joins a lower leg /_ to a higher leg /+, and for r,+ > r,_
we have

C(tl+ - tl_,xl+ - xt_) (47T<u,)_1exp(-cu,(?i+ - t,_) - ipi(xi+ - x,_))dpl

where co, a>(pj) Vpf + m%. We identify

11 exp(-/p,(xi+ - x,_)) I~[ exp(-ipvxv)
l V

YJ exp(-cu!(rj+ - tif) FT exp(-eovtv) (2.8)

where for any v we let 7£^(^-) be those lines joining v to a higher (lower) vertex and
define

Pv= 2 Pl~ 2 ^
">„ 2 ^ ~ 2 ^- (2-9)

lejsp- I6JS?+

Then we have, formally at least, with p {pjjiesr, A {/„ <8> gJuEV-

4(y, A) - ffi (4™,) - * dpAir, h, p). (2.10)
J leg-

Lir, K p) \ n :«('» xvy< e-^MQe-^gvixA dt+ dx dvA. (2.11)
J veV

Since for v e Vx we have r„ 0, /A(y, A, p) is proportional to FIdsi'! gviPv)- Furthermore
one can show using (2.5), (2.8) that for fixed h, |/A(y, A, p)\ < const fltievi |jJ»(Pt>)|

uniformly in A. Combined with the following lemma this shows that the integral in
(2.10) converges. The rigorous verification of (2.10) follows by introducing momentum
cutoffs so that the interchange of integrations can be justified.

Lemma 2.3. For some constant K

i n \ÈviPv)\n™'-idPi<Kn m
veV, les? veVi

Proof. For each v e Vx, let A7» be those lines joining v to a V2 vertex, let Lv he
those lines joining v to a Vx vertex, and let £v Nv u Lv he all lines at v. The basic
estimate at the vertex v is

J \J leLv I leNv

(i\§Man <»71+sdp)
V lese* I

lehn I leN„

n—r-
1/2

le&v
< Kv\gv\\2. (2.12)
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For each v e Vx, let Ljf be those lines joining utoa higher Vx vertex. To set up the
estimate (2.12) we successively apply the Schwarz in the variables {/?i}jsl„+ beginning
with the first vertex and working up. Each time we split the two gv(pv) factors which
depend on pi and split cor1 eol-ll2eof112. After doing this for all vertices less than
v we have

r n co,-1 dPl n f i£vov)i2 n »r1 *«)1/a n *-i*«ii»
•1 leMv ti'eVi \J leln,-,<v I u<v

v->v

where Mv is all lines joining two Vx vertices 3* v or a F2 vertex to a Fx vertex ^ t;,
and Z,„<,<„ is all lines joining v' e Vx to a Fi vertex less than y. Continuing to the last
vertex gives the estimate.

Step IV. We now let | A| ->- oo. By a modification of (1.5), /(y, A, p) lim /A(y, A,/?)
exists and with Ê Ee= ~'

î(y, h,p) (Û, Ê({e-<°»% :<?< (e-*>«*gv)}veV)Q.), (2.13)

where for rv 0 we define :95V (e_iJ,»^„) V2jrgv(pv)I.
Since we have a suitable A-uniform bound on the p behavior using Lemma 2.3,

î(y, h) lim /A(y, h) exists and

Ky, A) fn C4™-) "x <WKy, Ä> />)• C2-14)

Finally by Lemma 2.2 we may take | A| -> 00 in (2.7) and obtain

G(r, A) 2 2 A* A, - AxOJ)). (2.15)

3. Real Time Expansion

3.1. We want to analytically continue the expansion (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) away
from 6 —i. We restrict ourselves to the region

9 {6 e C:Im 0 < 0,i < |0| < 2}

or its closure Si which includes^ 0=1. For any Dirac graph y (V, SA), h

{fv <8> gv)vev, P {pûie& and 6 e Si vie define

hiv, A,p) (Ci, E%{e-«K°n% -.cfK (e-'vgt)}ieV)Q). (3.1)

hiy, A) fn t4™')" * dPMy, h, p). (3.2)
J les?

Our goal is then to show

Geir, A) 2 2 r°<y> h> - i6W>¦/» (3J)
V 1,1

where the sum is over all expansion graphs y with vertices V VX\J V2 consisting
of initial vertices Fx (depending on r) and new vertices V2, and where the vertex
functions are A {/„ (g> g,,},,^ (after relabeling) and —iOXx(i,j) {—idXpi <g> x*}»ev2-

3.2. The first difficulty is to show that the integral (3.2) is well-defined. Bounds
on (3.1) using the estimates of [3] are not sufficient since they involve norms of the
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form |d'79*a(e~ii"iV/"„)||1 which grow in p. To avoid this we digress and define a time
ordered product with shifted Hamiltonians.

J.et ak e CS'(R1, &(#*, J^'1)), supp ak <=¦ (f_, oo), and take Qk ^ 0. Then for
OeS v/e define inductively

EZ(t+, Q0, r_) exp(-i8(H + a0)(t+ - t.))
Enit+, On, an, - ¦., Qj., ax, Q0, t-)

exp(-i9(H + Qn)(t+ - s))an(s)E°-i(s, Qn_1; an_i,..., n0, t.) ds.A
Just as in the treatment of [3, 10] one establishes inductively the following points

i0((H + Cln)E° - El(H + Q0))

- 2 E&t+,..., ak, a'k t.) + an(t+)E°-i. (3.4a)
fc=i

\\Ei(t+, Qnj an,..., n0, *-)U+i.i < ^»(i + 08)fi KI»
IT- /»

W\n 2 |4a)(0||i.-i^. (3.4b)

(The point here is to use

\\E°u\\x < \\(H+ Ùn + l)E»u\\-X < (1 + Qo)l#l*.-i.-»M».«
+ \\(H + £ln)E° - E°(H + Q0)la„-i.-i||«||an+i

together with part (a))

El is continuous in the ak. (3.4c)

El e Se(37e2n + \ Jtr1) is analytic in S and continuous in S. (3.4d)

Let § - Re 0 + i Im 0 and ä(f) a(-r). Then if supp ak <= (r_, r+)

we have the identity on ^f2n+1 x J^2n+1

Een(t+, nn) an d, fio, '-)* EÌ(-t_, Un, äi,..., än, Q„, -tf) (3.4e)

E°(t + Cìn,an,...,ai, O0, r_)
e-iBa»t+E°(t+, e'««.-"»-!^,,..., ei9<ni-no»ai, f_y«W-. (3.4f)

3.3. We now develop general estimates on Ie(y, A, p) and /9(y, A) for fixed
y (F, i?). We use the notation

I/.I. 2 libili
a 0

i/i =ni/»im-
»eV

Lemma 3.1. Ie(y, h, p) is analytic in 3>, continuous in S, and there is a constant Ä
such that

\h(y,h,p)\ ^ KYI \gviPv)\YlX~lDi8v)\\g*U\f\
veVi veV2

for all h,6eS,Xe (0, A0).
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Proof. For each vertex v define £2„ 2i wi ^ 0 where the sum is over all lines /
joining a vertex preceding or equal to v to a vertex subsequent to v. Then Q„ — Q„-
— cov (t/ predecessor of v) and so by (3.4f)

hiy, h,p) (Q, £n8({ß„,/„ :9'k ie-^xgòUv)®). (3-5)

Now since

I f r r0-tp x„ m y,
{\fv\\v\^2~r\gÌPÒ\ ve Vi

\fv9".ie p'xgv)\\v\^< (3.6)
U/vImA-^DGr^lU veV2

the bound follows from (3.4b) and the 0 dependence by (3.4d).

Lemma 3.2. Ie(y, h) is well defined, analytic in 3>, continuous to S, and there is a
constant K such that

|/9(y,A)| < KYI 1*1« u ^^GÄIU/I
»eVi ueV2

for all h,0eS,Xe (0, A0).

Proo/. Immediate from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.3.

Definition. For any subset a <zz V let fr, {/,}„6„ and define for integer N.

i/,l= sup ni/^ii'i- ^
Lemma 3.3. For any A7, AT' there is a constant ^ such that if
(a) There is apartition (a, a') of Fand Te (-co, oo) such that supp/„ <= (-co, T)

fox vea and supp/„ <=¦ (t, oo) for v e a'.
(b) y connects a, a'

then

|/9(y,A)| ^ K\fa\N\f,,\N- u llftlUn A_1^t)||A]-
veV! ueV2

for all 0 e S, A e (0, A0).

Proof. Vet v be the last vertex in a. If v < v for some ve a' then /e(y, A) 0.
Thus we assume v > v for all vea' and have from (3.5).

Ie(y, A, />) (Ü, E°({CK, a„W, Q6, T)£9(r, {Q„, a„U)Q)
a»(0=/>(0:«Pr'':(e-ip-'^). (3-8)

This is formally true and can be proved by approximating the a„ by more regular
operators. Since y connects a, a' we have Qg ^ w0 and thus

\\E\T, {Ü„, a.U)Q| < mö»\(H + CleyE%T, {Q„, a.U)Ü|
<KX 2 ll^(^{0v,4"')U)0||

av-.Sav N

<K*\fa\N n iäov)i n A_i^fe-)ik.ii-
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Here the first step follows by the spectral theorem, the second by (3.4a) (in the case at
hand the last term in (3.4a) is absent and Q,0 0), and the third step follows by (3.4b).
Similarly using (3.4e) we obtain

l|£9({0,, a.W, n* r)*o|| < K3\fAN- n l&Ov)! II A_1^»)I*IU
vec'nVi vea'r,v2

and combining these two bounds with Lemma 2.3 gives the result.

Lemma 3.4. For every N, there is a constant K such that if
(a) Supp/„c(-:r,r),7^ i
(b) There is a partition (a, a') of V such that

d I \J supp gv, {J supp gv J ^ L > 1

V vea vea' J

(c) y connects a, a'

then

|/fl(y,A)| < KiT/LyYlVigJUvhYl ^^feAIU/l
veV, veV2

for all 0 e S, X e (0, A0).

Proof. By (c) there exists a line /* joining lxevxea and l2ev2e a' and we suppose
for definiteness that vx < v2. Now Ie(y, h, p) dpends on p* px* only in the functions
e"'9™"'/» :çjr„. (g-'vg^ v vxox v2. Define Ie(y, h,p, qx, q2) by replacing/?* by qx in
Pv, Qv, - P* and/>* by q2 inpV2 s g„2 + /?*. Let a„ e CfiR1) satisfy av(x) 1 for
x e supp gv and a„(x) 0 for d (x, supp g„) ^ J. Now we claim that

hiy, h'P) 2~-\ "viti» - P*)äv3i-q2 + P*)hiy, A, p, qu q2) dqx dq2. (3.9)

The point is that P(y, h,p) can be regarded as a distribution evaluated at e±ip*xgm
v vx or v2, and for any distribution if)

<<?, e±tv*xgvy =-7~)=\ àvi±q+P*)<<P, e^xgf) dq

since avgv gv. We further define ßVj (- A + ml)aVj so that âVj(p) eo(p)-2ßVj(p)
and writep (p',p*),p' {pj)i*i*. Then interchanging integration variables we have

hiy, A) J ßvfyi - P*)ßv2i~q2 + P*)W(p*, p', qx, q2) dp* dp' dqx dq2

W(p*,p',qx,q2) (Iny^Yl (Arreo.y^p* - qAMp* - q2)~2
i

x IB(y,h,p,qi,q2). (3.10)

We will show that W is C °° in p* and that for any N there is a constant Kx such that

Wie/dp.ywi < KiT»Yl M* n x-lßigv)\\gvU\f\- (3.11)
veVi veV2
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This gives the result since the p* integral in (3.10) can be estimated by

(2TT)-1'2 j ßVl(qx - P*)ßV2i-q2 + P*)W(p*,...) dp"

je-^ß^ixywßMrtix -y,...)dxdy
/Uill/Ui SUP \W(x-y,...)\

ässuppäv1
ye supp /3„2

^ K2D(gvAD(gvf>L-» J \(8/dp*yW(p*,.. .)| dp*.

We now prove (3.11). We note that I(y, h,p, qx, q2) can be regarded as a
distribution evaluated at e±iea*%, v vx or v2, and this is the only dependence on/?*. For
any distribution if)

8ldp*<ip, e±i(toy„> ±i9A- <0t te±"<°*%y
CO

Thus we have

8/8p*Ie(y,h,p,qx,q2)

Ie £* Qeiy, tVlh, p, qi, q2) ~ hiv, h2h, p, qu q2))

where (tVlh)v tVlfVl (g> gH for v vx and (tVlh)v /„ <g) gv otherwise. Thus using the
argument of Lemma 3.1, and the fact that |ra/„||7| < KaT"\fv\m we have for a <, N

\id/8p*yie(y,h,p,qi,q2)\ ^ KfT°Y\ \§M Y\ ^WW-I/I
veVi veV2

where/?i has/?* replaced by^ or #2 if z; vx or v2. Combining this with (8/8p)"eo(py2
®i<"ÌP)~2) and (d/dp)ato(p + q)~2 &(eo(p + q)~2) we have

\(d/8p*yW(p*,p',qi,q2)\ s? K5T»Y[ <W - fcTW - <72)"2

x n iagoi n A-^fe)iwui/i-
veVi veV2

Next we do the integral over qt. This gives either (a>~2 * |jj„|)(/?„) if vf e Vx or a
constant if Vj e V2. Estimating the integral over/? by Lemma 2.3 and using ||a>~2 * \gv\ ||2 <
lh-2||iklU we obtain (3.11).

3.4. We now show that the sum in (3.3) converges and that the identity holds.
For h {fk <g) gk} we define R(h) 1 + maxfc R(fk ® gk) where R(fk <g> gk)
sup{|x| :x e suppC/; ® gk)}. For z {4W2 we define |i| max„|4[, etc.

Lemma 3.5. For every N there are constants K, v such that

\IeÌY, K Xx(i,j))\ < K(\i\ + l)-%j\ + l)-»R(hyYl \\gvh\fv\m
veVi

for all A, i, j, 9 eS, and A e (0, A0).

Proof The case V2 0 follows from Lemma 3.2. Assuming V2 ^ 0, we set
C 3\V2\R(h) and consider three regions:
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(I) C2 S* I/I, |«|2. The bound in this region follows from Lemma 3.2 since

£(xJII*Jœ 0(1) and |PiJm 0(1).
(II) |i|2 ^ I/I, C2. Vet a, a' be a partition of V2. We prove the bound on the sub-

region satisfying d({0} u i„, ia.) ^ |i|/| F2| where ia {iv)veo. This is sufficient since

as a varies we cover all points. Since supp/„ <= {r:|f| < |'|/3|F2|} and supp p(v <=

{t:\t — iv\ < |/|/3|K2|} we have that Uvevi supp/„ and Uve* SUPP Pi„ are separated
from \JVec- supp pu by at least |i|/3| V2\. Thus since y connects a' to or u Vx we have

by Lemma 3.3

\Ieiy,h,XX(i,j))\ < Ki\{piv}Vet,-\N+\t,'\Yi UvUfvim-
veVx

By (1.7c) we have the bound

IKWIn+1,'1 < K2 supp n (W + ^"""^
< JSTa/inf |^| + n~w. (3.12]

\vea- f
Since inf„SCT-|4| ^ |/|/|F2| this gives a bound C(|/| + l)_Jvfor any A^ which is sufficient
in this region.

(III) l/'l ^ C2, |i|2. Again we restrict attention to the subregion where
di{0) Vja,ja,) > |/'j/|Ka|. Then \Jvev, supp g« and (Jvea suppxy„ are separated from
(JVea- supp Xh by L/l/3| ^a|. Since also supp/„ and supp piv axe contained the interval
(-1 Ij'l1'2, f Ij'l1'2) we have by Lemma 3.4 with L |/|/3| V2\ and T f I/I1'2

|/e(y, A, AX(U))| < *3(|/| + l)-*n ll&IUI/.lm

which suffices for this region. (We have used D(gv) < 2R(h) < 2|/|1/2/3|K2|.)

Theorem 3.6. Ge(r, h) 2r 2u /.(y, A, -l9Xxii,j)) for all 0 e 0, A e (0, A0).

Proof. For i < a < 2 define /a(f) a_1/(r/a) and A" {// <g> gfc}. Now the

analysis of Section 2 holds with the partition of unity apfo replacing piv and so with

XVJ) K ® Xj-r,
G_ia(/,A) G(r,/r*)

22/^Aa>-A^a0'.;))

22 7-««(y>A' -Xaxii,j))-
y i.l

Thus the identity holds for 0 — /a. This is a determining set in 2 and since both sides

are analytic in 2 by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma_3.5, the identity extends to 2. Similari)
both sides are continuous and we extend to 2.

Corollary 3.7. There exists K, v such that for all h, 9e2, Xe(0, A0)

\Ge(r,h)\ ^KDihyfl llftU/kla*
k l

Proof Follows from Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. Note that for any expansior
graph | K| < 2nd. We axe allowed to replace R(h) by

D(h) 1 + diam(U supp(/k <g> gk)\

by translation invariance.
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3.5. If we define Ie(T, h) 2* hiiV, it), A) then our expansion can also be written
as a sum over Feynman graphs.

Geir, A) 2 2 <Mr> h> - mxih J)))- (3.13)
r u

We use this form to write an expansion for truncated Green's functions.
Given T ¦= (f~, £t?) and h {hv}Ve-r, let V be the set of connected components of T.

If |f | 1 (i.e. if T is connected) we define /flr(r, h) Ie(T, h). For general T we
define by induction on |f|

//(r, h) Ie(V, A) - 2 u 7«T(r«' ^ (3-14)
Q|f qeQ

where the sum is over the proper partitions Q of f and for q <= f, Tq and h„ have the
obvious meaning.

The expansion for G$(r, A) can now be written.

Glir, A) 2 2 W' h> -MhiiJ))- (3.15)
r u

The path space version of this (0 — i) is due to Glimm and Jaffe [7], and (3.15)
follows by analytic continuation. Or one can verify (3.15) directly from the definitions.
The sum converges by an inductive argument based on Lemma 3.5 (cf. Section 4).

4. Bounds on Derivatives

We now prove the uniform version of (1.8) at real time. We fix n, m; let A

ifi <8> gi, ...,/„ ® gn), fk, gk e C0CO(JR1) ; and let xih j) (Pi, ® Xix, ¦ - -, Pi» ® xj
where pt satisfies (1.7) with r ^ 2(n + m)d. Also define

n

|A| PI kfclal/fckn + mXJ- (4.1)
(c l

Theorem 4.1. (a) For every N, there exist K, v such that for all A, A e (0, A0), and
i,jeZm:

\GT(r,d;h,x(i,j))\ < K(\i\ + iy»(\j\ + l)-»R(hy\h\.

(b) There exist K, v such that for all A, A e (0, A0):

\DmGT(r,h)\ < KD(h)"\h\.

Proof. Part (b) follows from (a) and (1.6). We may take the diameter D(h)
instead of the distance to the origin R(h) by the translation invariance of DmGT(r, h).

To prove (a) we expand according to (3.15) with IT Ig=x.

GT(r, d; h, x(i,f)) 22 /T(r> h> XftA -WJ'))r i-.r

2 2 /r(r> *)• <4-2)
r v,r

Here the sum is over all expansion graphs T ("T, SP) with initial vertices ^
"V-i.i u 1^1,2, "^i.i depending on r and "t~XA consisting of m vertices with d legs. The
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vertex functions are denoted if) {4>v)Ve-r and are explicitly (after relabeling h, x(i, /'))•

A {fi, <8> gvive-Ti,! {^Wi.!
X(IJ) {Pi„ <8> Xh)ve-rli2 {4>v)verli2

-%0", 7") { - *'APi„ <8> Xiòve-T2 {<rv)veiTo- ^
To establish our bound we have only to show that for fixed r, N there exist K, v such
that

|F(r, ^ ^ k(\i\ + iy»(\j\ + iy»R(hy\h\ (4.4)

where with V* f^j2 u ^ we define

/ (i, i') {if\ve-r*

J UJ') Uv)ver:

Now let C 9A*\(R(h) + 1) and distinguish three cases.
(I) C2 5* \I\2\J\. By Lemma 3.2 we have |/(r, 0)| < AT|A| for some constant K,

since |t^"| ^ 2(n + m)d. An inductive argument based on (3.14) then gives \IT(r,i/7)\ <
K\h\ for some K, which suffices in this region.

(II) |/|2 > |/|, C2. In this region it suffices to show that for any Af there is a K
such that

|F(r,0)| <AT(|/| + 1)--»|A|.| (4.6)

Moreover we can let (ct, ct') be a fixed partition of "P* and consider only the subregion
satisfying d({0) u Ia, P-) > |/|/|y*|. In this region we have suppf <= {t:\t\ <
|/[/3|^*|} and suppPi„ c {t: \t - iv\ < \I\ß\"T*\) (since r > 2(n + m)d > \^\)
and thus (JverliX supp/„ and (jvea supp p,v are separated from \Jvea- supp ph by at
least |/|/3|t^"*|. We now distinguish two subcases. Let ä au'PJi so that ct u a

"V and an a' 0.
(Ha) T connects a, ct'. By (3.12) we have

|{p,,WLi,i 0((|/| + l)"w) (4.7)

and thus by Lemma 3.3 we have for any N, some Kx.

\I(T,il7)\^Ki(\I\ + l)Ah\. (4.8)

The bound (4.6) now follows from (3.14) and an inductive argument since any partition

Q of f must contain a q such that V„ connects a, a'. (More precisely we claim
that for q g f, if Y„ connects S, a', then |/T(rg, 0,)| 0(|/| + 1)_W|A,| where
ha {hv}ve-r,,,rs^q, yq vertices of Tq. We know that \I(Tq, ^)| &(\I\ + iyN\hq\
by (4.8). Thus the claim holds for |<?| 1, and we proceed by finite induction on \q\

using (3.14) for /T(r„ if)q) and isolating a connecting subgraph for each partition.)
(IIb) r does not connect ct, ct'. In this case r splits into two graphs T?, r„. and

we have

F(T, 0) I(T, .p) - /(T* hWa-, M - 2' Il /T(r*> &> <4-9)

«if qeQ

where the sum is over all partitions of f which do not refine Ts, Ta,. Next I(T, if)) is

written as J* FL (4™,)"1 dp, (Ö, £(T, 0, /?)Q) where E(V, if), p) 2nE((T, tt), ip, p)
and where for y (r, A) and i/)v i/)vA rg» 0Sp2 we define is(y, ^, /?) to be

£({0„ <!>».! :cpr'-ie-ip"x^,2)}vey)-
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Then due to the time separation we have for some T (assuming ct' vertices precede 5
vertices)

I(Y,tl7)-I(Të,tpf)I(Ta,,tn)

J Yl (4™<) "l *«(0. EiT*> 'rô, Pâ, T)EiE(T, V,,-, f),-, Pa-)0). (4.10)

Now by the spectral theorem and the uniform mass gap we have as in Lemma 3.3 with
Nx N + |ct'| :

\\EÌE(T,y,.,ipa.,pa)Q.\\ < mïNqH»Œ(T,ya,,4,a.,p,,)Cl\\

^ Kx 2 WEiT> {°» $a :<Pr°: («_"*"^.a)W)Qll
av:2av=N1

< Jfal{Pi,Wk EI lx(Pv)l-
veVi,2r.a-

We also have

|£(y?, <h, /»», 7yO|| <J5T3 u \êviPv)\ Yl lx«0«)l II l/.k.+*»
"eVi.i «eVi,2nij »eVi.i

and combining these bounds with (4.7) and Lemma 2.3 we obtain

|/(i\ ip) - (rff-, if)f)i(Ta., ^,)\ < u\i\ + iy»\h\. (4.11)

The remaining terms in (4.9) can be bounded by an inductive argument since each
partition Q in 2q must have one q with f,n«/ 0 and ^ O ct' ^ 0. (In detail we
claim that |/r(r„ ipq)\ &(\I\ + iyN\hq\ for all q S f such that ^ n ct ^ 0 and
y^ n ct' # 0. By the argument leading to (4.11) we know that

(I(Tq,ipq) - 7(r^nä, W^W-r^o; tr,™-)] 0(|/| + 1)-N|A,|.

Thus the claim holds for \q\ 2 and we proceed by induction on \q\ using (4.9) for
/r(r„ i/iq) and isolating a subgraph with vertices in ä and ct'.)

(Ill) \J\ > C2, |/|2. In this region it suffices to show for any N there is a constant
K such that

|/r(r,0)| <A(|/| + 1)-W|A|. (4.12)

As before we consider the subregion d({0} \j J„,Ja7) ^ |/|/|i^*| in which we have

(Jver,,i supp gv and (JV£a supp x,v separated from (Jvea- supp x,v by at least |/|/3|y*|.
We also have from |J| ^ C2, \I\2 that (Jverx supp/« and \Jve-r- supp /3«„ are
contained in (-||/|1,z, ||7|1/a).

(Ilia) r connects ct, ct'. We apply Lemma 3.4 with/. |/|/3|^**| and T \\J\112
and obtain for any N, some Kx.

WM **M + 1)"1A|. (4.13)

An inductive argument now gives (4.12).
(Illb) r does not connect ct, ct'. Again we use the representation (4.9). Since

Uuejsupp^ and (Jvsa- supp if)v are space-like separated, the representation (4.10)
holds by the locality of the theory. We now appeal to a particular form of some well
known space-like cluster properties which follow from the mass gap. In the notation
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of [3], there are two rectangles 6)s, <5a. such that supp if)v <= §- for veä, etc. ; and such
that

A((Sg,Gc7) \J\ß\r*\ - 3\J\112 > 3\J\li2.

Thus by equation (4.4) of [3]

|(0, E(y5, faps, T)EÌE(T, y„-, &.,/v)0)|
^ KiR(h)exp(-mif3\J\1'2)(\HE!1.Q.\\ \ES*Q\ + \\HESQ.\\ \\HE*Q.\)
< k2(\j\ + o-* n i&wi n \xipv)\ Y\ i/.k»+»w

veVx.i veVi,2 veVx.i

Combining this with Lemma 2.3 we have

|/(T, if)) - I(Tz, fc)I(T,,,, 0,.)| < K3(\J\ + l)-»\h\- (4.14)

The remaining terms in (4.9) are bound by an inductive argument as before.

Corollary 4.2. Given h, m there is a constant M such that | DmGg(r, h)\ < M for all
9 e 2, Ae(0, A0).

Proof. By scaling Theorem 4.1b we have \DmGTe(r,h)\ s£ M1exp(|0| + |0|_1)
for 0 real and non-zero, A e (0, A0). The same bound holds for 0 negative imaginary
by the path space treatment [2]. Since DmG'r(r, h) is analytic in Im 0 < 0 and is not
too singular at 0 or oo, one can apply the Phragmen-Lindelhof technique to obtain
\DmGTe(r, h)\ < Mx exp(2|0| + 2|0| -1) for all Im 0 < 0, A e (0, A0) (see [3] for details).

5. Perturbation Theory

Theorem 5.1. The truncated Green's functions GT(h) GT(h, A), defined and
C°° on (0, A0), have C™ extensions to [0, A0). As a consequence they have asymptotic
expansions near zero, i.e. for any integer N.

\GT(h, A) - 2 £fcGr(A,0)Afc/A:!| &(XN + 1).
fc=0

Proof. We know that for any k and A1; A2 e (0, A0), DkGT(X2) - DkGT(Xx)

$l*Dk+1GT(X')dX'. Thus by Theorem 4.1 Z>kGr(A) has a continuous extension to
[0, A0), denoted gk(X), and gk(X) gk(0) + j^gk + i(X') dX'. It follows that for all k
and all A e [0, A0) gk is differentiable and Dgk gk+x, hence g0 is C° and Dkg0 gk.

Q.E.D.
The point of the theorem is of course that the coefficients DkGT(h, 0) can be

calculated exactly as we now demonstrate. We define a vacuum graph to be one with
~f2 0. The Feynman propagator is the usual.

AF(t,x) 6(t)A+(t,x) + 9(-t)A+(-t,x)
A+(t,x)= (47t«j)_1 exp(ipx — ieot)dp. (5.1)

Theorem 5.2

D°>GT(h,o) (-om2"2 f dxYl A^<! - o n h^x^
r i,i \J *.s? vari>1

u iPi,®xOixv)) (5.2)
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where the sum is over all connected vacuum Feynman graphs on n vertices with one
leg O^i,i) and m vertices with d legs (Ai.ì)-

Proof. For a vacuum graph the Hilbert space structure in I(y, A, /?) disappears
and we have for any A

Iiy,h,p) f n e-^VviQe-^'gXxv) dt+ dx

Then by reversing steps in § II we have for I(T, h).

I(T, h) f dx Yl LA*. - xh) Yl K(xv). (5.3)
J les? „eiri

Thus the theorem states that

D"GT(h, 0) (-(f 2" 2 7(r> h' X(4/)). (5-4)
r i.i

In this form we see that the sum over i,j is absolutely convergent by (4.4) since

I IT for a connected graph.
To prove (5.4) we first claim that for 9 e2, GB(r, h; 0) limx^0+ Ge(r, h; X)

exists and is given by

Ge(r,h;0) j;ie(r,h) (5.5)
r

where the sum is over vacuum graphs. This holds for 0 — i since from (2.4) we have
G(r, A; 0) 2f /(r, A). We extend to 0 negative imaginary by scaling. By Corollary
3.7, Ge(r, h, A) is uniformly bounded on 2 and so by Vitali's theorem the A -> 0+ limit
exists for 9e2 and is analytic. Since the limit agrees with the analytic function
2r -^(r, A) on a determining set they must be equal, i.e. (5.5) holds for 9 e 2. Now
by Corollary 4.2 the functions Ge(r,h; •), 9 e 2, are a uniformly equicontinuous
family on (0, A0). It follows that the convergence GBj(r, h; •)-> Gg(r, h; •) as

6j-> 9 e2 is uniform in A e (0, A0) and thus we obtain (5.5) for all 9 e2.
From the representation (5.3) one can now argue inductively that GT(r, h; 0)

2r 7(r, A) where the sum is over connected vacuum graphs.
Finally by Theorem 4.1 we may take the A->0+ limit in (1.6) to obtain

D™GT(h, 0) (-0m Iu GT(1, d; A, y(/,/); 0). Inserting Gr(l, d; A, X(U); 0)
2r I(V, A, xihj)) an<l interchanging summations gives (5.4).

Remark. If one formally takes 2U j dx j dx 2u and uses S(„j„Pi„ ® X/v 1>

then we have the standard

D"GT(h, 0) (-iy 2" f dxYl Ap(x(l - xl2) Yl A,(*A
r \J les? ven,i '

Our expression (5.2) is one way of making this precise.
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